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PMPR



Excellence



“Excellence in the design and delivery of persuasive communication”



“You see things; and you say, ‘Why?’ But I

dream things that never were; and I say Why not?”

George Bernard Shaw
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“Words, are of course, the most powerful drug used by mankind”

Rudyard Kipling
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Introduction from Peter McLean, Founder &amp; Managing Director PMPR Excellence

The goal of PMPR Excellence

2000-2010:

To deliver 10 years of

communication excellence.

The objective of this

publication:

To mark the longevity,

experience and innovation of

work.

To express value to existing

and previous clients and attract

new and repeat business

through demonstrating PMPR

Excellence’s track record.

To stimulate pride and

motivation in my associates, in

recognition for a continued job

well done.



Memory is our identity

As PMPR Excellence marks 10 years, this brochure aims to reinforce our commitment

and dedication to our goal of the creation of innovation and excellence in the design

and delivery of persuasive communication.

We seek to mark the past 10 years by way of giving a taste (as Oscar Wilde said ‘a book

is like a fine wine. One need not drink the whole cask to know its quality’) of our work and

how our clients feel about its contribution and the commitment to innovation and

integrity that is the foundation of its delivery.

We would like to thank our clients for continuing to entrust us to develop their image and deliver their

messages, eliciting the desired response from their varied and always valued audiences.

Thank you also to our friends in the media, our suppliers and many associates in various areas of life that by

working in partnership enables us to enrich the value of what we do for our clients.

I would like to express my gratitude to my associates working with PMPR Excellence, your contribution

creates the mark of excellence. People like the amazingly talented Russell Kyle, Barry Thomson, Alan

McGarrie, Poonam Gill, Kay Donachy, Alan Robson, Charles Cleary, Linda Smith, Kate Robinson and the

late Ann-Marie Nicholson and many more.

The reason the word Excellence is in our name is that it is a reminder of our focus and continual goal inspired

from the following:

‘Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. We do not act rightly because we have virtue or excellence, but we

rather have those because we have acted rightly. We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.’

Aristotle. Greek critic, philosopher (384 BC - 322 BC)
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Fergus McCann, the man who built

Celtic Park



“When I was Chairman and Managing Director of Celtic Football Club, I looked for individuals with honesty

and integrity. Both of these invaluable facets are the foundation of trust.

I have worked with Managing Director and founder of PMPR, Peter McLean for many years. Peter and the

team at PMPR have the honesty and integrity I refer to. When you bring those two attributes to the table allied

to knowledge, experience, connections and ability you have credibility.

PMPR are experts at delivering your message with professional efficiency to the right public in the right way

and, crucially, at the right time.

Some would say I suffer fools badly. Some may say I do not suffer fools at all! My early days at Celtic threw

many challenges in my direction. Looking back, the challenges seemed to arrive on an almost daily basis

whether it was company matters, legal matters or, indeed, with some individuals!

I found Peter’s advice to be invaluable. And with regards an always-hungry media, I found it frequently

priceless. We did not always agree on the strategy to take.

He does not just tell you things you want to hear, often it is things you do not want to hear and frequently

things that you thought you would never hear! But always what you need to hear.

I have retained PMPR to deal with media management on my behalf.

As a company they are pro-active, they call you rather than you having to call them. They are instrumental in

solving the challenges facing the client.

They are innovative, creative, inventive and inspirational.

Hire them if you can!”



Fergus McCann,

President, Firstgreen Sports Inc

Former Chairman &amp; Managing Director, Celtic Football Club - Scotland
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Hugh Adam, the man who built

Ibrox Stadium



“I am the former Chairman and Managing Director of Rangers Development and Rangers Pools, which

was the source of funds that built the new Ibrox Stadium following on from the Ibrox Disaster. I was also a

Director at Rangers for the best part of 50 years.

Rangers Pools could never have achieved that goal without the help of a very good team of hard-working,

diligent and committed people.

I met many people along the way, some, I felt, were not right for the job. I pride myself as a more than decent

judge of character. Some would go as far as to say I am a little too outspoken.

I am of the view if something or someone is not equipped for the job, then changes have to be made. Changes

that may cause upset to some but, if it is for the good of the greater cause, these changes will be made.

In short I admire the straight talker. I have all the time in the world for individual who can grasp the

magnitude of the task in hand and deal with it. And I mean deal with it in a professional and

courteous manner.

That is where Peter McLean and his company, PMPR, come in. I have known Peter since he worked with

the City of Glasgow, his move to Celtic Football Club and finally setting up his own company.

Public Relations can frequently be a challenging field to operate in. The goal posts can be moved at any time

and, what at first can appear to be a level playing field, may quickly turn into a quagmire.

Peter and his team are focused on the ultimate goal, no matter the obstacles obstructing their path.

They have a clear, concise and pragmatic vision and with their expertise, contacts, knowledge and experience,

they always deliver.

I would recommend PMPR to anyone.”

Hugh Adam,

Former Director, Rangers Football Club - Scotland

Former Chairman &amp; Managing Director, Rangers Development and Rangers Pools
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“PMPR have a fantastic knowledge.

Peter McLean was obviously involved with

Celtic Football Club, and his media contacts are

exceptional. I’ve gone to him for advice in the

past – what should I say, how should I respond

to things, what should I do? His advice has

been first class because he tells you when to go

in strong, when to back away, the right things

to say, and sometimes he’ll say ‘say nothing at

all’ because he knows the nature of the beast.

I wouldn’t ask for any better advice than from

PMPR especially Peter McLean because he’s

been there, knows it, and handles it very well.”



Terry Butcher

Rangers Football Club legend and

former club captain.

England international footballer

(77 appearances) and captain,

appearing at three World Cups.

Scottish Football Hall of Fame member.
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“PMPR played a huge part in making my book

‘Man and Bhoy’ the biggest selling football book

of all time in Scotland. They are the complete

professionals in their field. Without their knowledge and expertise, I feel the book would not

have achieved the sales that it did… the service

they provided was second to none and I would

recommend PMPR to anyone.”



Neil Lennon,

Celtic Football Club legend and former

club captain. Former captain of Northern

Irish international team (40 appearances)
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